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vortical kinetic energy. The APE thus can be realized due ti the

baroclinic instability mechanism. In the regions with not uniform

bottom relief the change of APE to whirling kinetic energy may

take place both at slackening or strengthening of the flow running

against obstacles. The Azores Banks area is one of the regions whe-

re,according to Tsygenov and Lebedev (1981), there exists a close

correlation between the APE distribution and mezoscale eddy forma-

tion. In the regions with a relatively uniform bottom relief but

with a powerful continuous flow the formation of eddies due to

realization of APE is likely to be governed by the same mechanism

of baroclinic instability, when the equilibrium of the system be-

comes disturbed (for instance, weakening of external strengths).

In this connection the computation of the APE distribution

allows for revealing the regions of intensive formation of eddies,

which often include the zones of high biological productivity.

The main objective of the present paper is to analyse the

APE distribution in two significantly differing regions of the

North Atlantic by means of comparing the peculiarities of water

circulation and biological productivity indices.

The investigated areas were the open part of the ocean ad-

'jacent to the New England shelf between 57° and 65*N and invol-

ving the frontal Gulf Stream zone in the south, and a part of the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge area between 45°-56°N and 22*-33% including

a re6ion of the subpolar oceanic front dividing the waters of the
North Atlantic Drift and the subarctic waters. These areas were
selected due to clearly pronounced frontal zones, stable powerful

  

flows, active eddy formation processes, the highest gradients of
hydrophysical characteristics and relatively great depths.

Materials and Methods 

The data for the first area were collected during the eco-

logical survey conducted by RTM "Belogorsk" in the second half of

November of 1974. The main results of this survey presented ear-

lier by Noskov et al.(1 977) involved the analysis of the tempera-

ture fields, geostrophic circulation and sexton. A geostrophic cir-
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culation field shown in F It g.1 was calculated by a dynamic method.
The 800 db level was take' as a reference zero surface. A section
along 574, omitted in calculations is not shown on the chart of
dynamic topography, which did not affect the general character of
the circulation field. Th APE distribution is shown in Fig.2, and
that of the seston biomass in the 200-m layer in Fig.3. All the fi-
elds are given as the iscLnes of standardized values for more con-

1venient and correct comparison with the APE field. Standardization
was made according to the formula

A

.1 is the mean value;
. is the st nndardized value in a point;Al

n is the number of points
For the second area the hydrological survey data collected on

RV "Ajaks" during the pe iod of February to May, 1980, were analy-
sed. The APE distributio is shown in Fig.4. The phosphate (PO4)
distribution at the 250 depth was taken as a biological produc-
tivity index (Fig.5). N+uniformt#y of the phosphate distribution
at that depth was the hi gr.est.

APE for both areas was computed according to a simplified
method suggested in the aper by Tsyganov and. Lebedev (1981). Ke-
eping in mind that the s a water is practically nonriacompressible,
the calculations for a w ter column with the H height and a unity
base were made by means of numerical integration of the expressi-
on for APE

APE = 103g1
where g is the accelerati
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culation at the surface (Fig.1) has a number of characeristic fea,.

tures. One of these is well developed parts of the Gulf Stream
meanders with the axes running along 62° and 9 Po ssiblY	 along

7°Mr. Negative values of standardized estimates of 	 c hi:Oats
are placed to the left of the meanders. A boundary between the ne-
gative and positive values, i.e. a zero isoline„ is shifted ,to the
left edge of the meandering flo Some upwelling regions as cyclo-
nic eddies, are also located along the left edge of meanders. Parts
of anticyclonic eddies centered t 65 W-40 N and 63°W-43°N are well
seen on the chart. They mi t be the left-side rings of the Gulf

Stream.
The comparison between the fields of geostrophic circulation

and seston biomass distribution (Fig.2) revealed a good qualita"4-
ve agreement. The regions with the highest biomass were found in
the upwelling zones, i.e. in cyclonic eddies and in the left pe-
riphery of the meandering flow.

The APE field (fig.3) nearly coincided with the geostrophic
circulation field, when compared. Evidently, the zero equipotenti-,
al line is consistent with the Gulf Stream axis position. To the
left of this line, looking downstream, the seston patches with the
maximum biomass were recorded.

According to computation, the APE resource is concentrated
in the northern part of the area, i.e. on the left side of the me-
andering stream, while in the southern part the In is deficient.
A clearly pronounced division of the regions with the surplus and
deficient APE along the boundary between the water masses-subarctic
and subtropical, i.e. along the subpolar front is characteristic
of the APE distribution over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Also, the ze-
ro isoline of the APE level coincides with the front line. The hig-
hest APE level was observed in the subarctic waters, and the lo-
west in the North Atlantic Drift waters. Thickened isolines show-
ing the APE level indicate separate jets of the North Atlantic
Drift crossing the Ridge at 52°-53°N and 46°-47°N® In the area of
Gibbs Break (51 *-52°N)a vast region with the minimum APE can be
distinguished. There is a close correlation between the field of
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the comparison of APE in the two areas,

the APE horizontal gradi nts in the subpolar front are on the ave-
rage 5 times below thOse in the Gulf Stream front area This is in-
dicative of the fact that the eddy forming processes and water ex-
change across the Gulf Stream front producing right-and left side
rings are more intensive r here than in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge area.
A striking balance in the distribution of the kinetic and availab-
le potential energy indicates that the changes of APE into kine-
tic and vortical-kinetic
eddy formation processes
the balance of the system
rengthening of the flow.
biological productivity ii
possible to use the value
physical environment for
ductivity of various regi

nergies occur in frontgl regions: The
e likely to be effective in cases when

is disturbed, i.e. at slackening or st-
good qualitative agreement between the

dices and the APE distribution makes it
of the latter as an indicator of the
reliminary assessment of biological pro-
ns of the ocean.
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Fi 2. Distributipn of available potential energy in the Gulf

Stream area, 14-30 November 1974.



Fig 3 Distribution of s store biomass in the Gulf Stream area,

14-30 November 974
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Pig.4. Distribution of availablepotential ever in the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge area February-May 1980.
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Ridge area at the 250 m depth, February-May 1980.
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